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ABSTRACT

Aeousti_ noise within nirernft during flight often causer some degree of Intcr.

_'ercncewith nur_] communJcntion. Scver_] m_thods lJ_vebeen used owr the years
to Jdenti_ynnd predictdegrees of speech Interference,Six of these metJlods arc

' dlseuss_d: _our involveoct_ve-b_nd _vern_'ing;two use frequency weighting. The

I assessn_entisb_sed on _pp]icntionof eaeb of the _Ix Ind[ee_to noise levelsmeasured
withln the ecc]_pitsof I_I flxcd-wln_"Bnd _8 rotary-wing alreraft,_rouped Into

1 I! ento_orlesby e1_'[netype. Equivnlcnt speech Intcr_rence levelsobtuined from
the use of _neh of the BIX Indicesare provided for the _cou_tiespcetrndeveloped for

the II c]ns_esof vehlc]_s, The operatlonnleonsidcr_tlonsw]lleh influence spceoh
interferencevnl_es nre described. ]qolse_ttcnuntJon pro_ided by ]_e_set dovlees

eon_on]y used b_' Air Force nlrerew membcr_ Js shown _or dlffere_tgroups of

_oi_espectr_. (_rlterJ.__re given _or cvnI_ntinKprotectednnd unprotected exposores

to noise thefteompromlso ¢ommunlcnt]ons.
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SIXINDICESFORPREDICTINGSPEECHINTERFERENCEWITHIflAIRCRAFT

1. INTRODUCTION Rare is the aeremedieal evaluator who in
not impressed when he attempts to listen to

l_Iany methods are available for estimating the same acoustic signal as the pilot of an air-
degrees of speech.interference. The majority craft and discovers that the pilot understands
of methods, however, fail to provide valid as- the message which he can barely discern an

_ sessments of speech interference encountered human speech. Experience and prior known
i by pilots during flight. Tile contemporary edge have a significant effect on success in

methods of industry are not applicable to aero- accomplishing a given listening task.
! space operations.
_:' Thin report will: (l) ideatify the noiseSomewhat like the aerommtical engineer of

the late 1930s who used conventional engineer- spectra which provide the basis for the study;

!_ ing principles to prove that the bumblebee (2) describe methods of assessing degrees ofspeech interference; (3) provide a eompnpison
could _ot fly, the aeromedical evaluator today of four averaging methods and two weightsd-
who attempts to measure speech interference
in the cockpit by conventions| meson will have frequency methods as appiied to the spectra
to conclude that most pilots emmet understand identified; and (4) compare attenuated andnonattenuated conditions of noise exposure.
voice communications during most phases of
airborne operation. Luckily, neither the bum-

blebee nor the pilot realize that they cannot If. NOISE SPECTRA
do what they are doing.

Speech is a complex acoustic stimulus and Ambient noise measured within the cockpits
tile ultimate intelligibility of speech in not en- of 249 aircraft during eonditions of normal
tirely dependent upon the fidelity of the cruise provide the basic spectra for this study.
acoustic signal _or the auditory uculty of the Th_ noise sampPes are grouped by aircraft
receiver (16, 35, 38, 39). Often, speech corn- engine type under 11 headings, 7 of which
munications may be completely unintelligible comprise the 191 fixed-wing aircraft and 4,
to a mdve listener but understandable to a the 58 rotary.wing vehicles.
more experisnced listener--even though both

have the same degree of auditory acuity. Many Catesorlcs Nu_nb_r tested
medifylng factors must be considered (7, 16,
27, 35, 37, 38, 45) in the use of speech inter. F|xed-wing aircraft
fereoce criteria, for example: prior knowledge
(ability to nnticipate the word to be used), Reciprocating:
previous experience with language used, re- SingIe-engine 22
dnndancy of the message set (aural components
of a given message .which when grouped to. Dual.engine 40
gether comprise an understandable phrase or Four*englne 19
sentence; i.e., "now turning on final"), and use
of limited vocabularies (2, 27), Total aI

1



Categories Number teste_ noise mcusarements for varying modes Of oI_
oration were not mude because of the difficulty

Turboprop: of defining and eva]uating them.
Dual-engine 13

Faur-engine 21 Fixed-wing aircraft

Total 34 Tile following descriptions and illustrations
depict the types of noise exposures which have

Turbojet/fan: been measured within the cockpits of 7 catego-
ries of fixed-wing aircraft during conditions

Internalandsemi-internal 51 of nm'mld cruise. Of the 191 aircraft in the
External 25 fixed-wiug category, 91 are powered by

reciprocating engines. The two most signif-
Total 76 icant sources of noise associated with this type

of aircraft are the aeroelastic disturbances
Rotary.wing aircraft generated by propellers, and engine exhaust

(10, I7, 28). The noise produced by both of
Reciprocating: these components is most intense within the

Single-rotor 19 lower frequency range (9, 13, 17).
Two.rotor 4

The most intense noise from propeller dis-
Total 23 turbunces occurs in close proximity to the plane

of rotation of the airscrew (17). Within most

TurboshsR: multlengine aircraft, propeller-generated noise
is most intense at occupant stations just for-

Single-rotor 26 ward of the propeller phmc (12), or in other
Two-rotor 9 words, within a half- to a full-propeller-diam-

eter distuneo forward of the propeller plane.

Total 35

Noise envelopes representing the measure.
ments within each category of aircraft are oc,,_e.ban_bl Cerll_rfrequency
shown in figures 1 through 9 (two figures _°a _3 1_ _0 _ i_ _0 _ s_ s_L

cover the 4 categories of rotary-wing aircraft). _!_ _

The data from which these envelopes were _5 ,0 _,derived represent typical unprotected exposures •
encountered within the cockpits of the various _ _
aircraft during normal cruise conditions. (Ex-
treme or unique types of noise have not been
included in this study.) Noise environments
within the cockpits varied with differences in
type, number, and location of powerp[ants,
environmental control systems, and auxiliary _ _o --
power systems (I1. 13, 15). Many aircraft
presently included within the military inven- z _ nv.lrecipr_alingen_ir_
tory of aerospace vehicles can perform diverse
missions. Although the type of missions flown FIGURE 1

by an aircraft tend to modify further the Nois_ leuele _ithin _2 fixed-wing, einglo.re_ipra.
character of noise exposures experienced by cating-e_lgine aircraft during c_lldltions o/ _ormal
aircrew members (5, 9, 13, 17, 28), individual cruise.

2
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Si_,Lqlereciproca_fng cnglne. Noise meas-
urements were obtained within the cockpits of
22 single-reciprocating.engine aircraft (fig, 1). ncl_,,_d_ _ L_nt_m,l._n_?
A range of noise data is plotted for each of .,t_3 _ _o _oo ]_ _,_ _ _o¢_sltoAt I_ z_o _oo ]_ _,_ _ _ sit
eight octave bands and for the overall levels. _ i_ " t *
The relatively narrow range of the overall
plottings--from 104 to 121 dB---can be seen. i_ ii0
Generally, the most intense noise occurs witbin
the lower octave bands, _t can be noted that

8

the average octave-band levels decrease about
8,0 dB at octaves above 125 Hz. "

In this report "octave band" refers to pro- _
ferred octave-band center frequencies, The z
geometric center frequencies, with correspond- r0

ing octave-band limits, are: 113 (,14 to 87), 125
(87 to 175), 250 (175 to 350), 500 (350 to 700),
1000 (700 to 1400), 2000 (1400 to 2800), 4000
(2800 to 5000), and 8000 (5600 to 12,000)--
all in Hertz. All dB levels are reference 0.0002

_' mlerobar.
,_ FIGURE 2

Contrary to general belief, the noise pro- Noise lewI_ within _O fized-wlng, dual-recipro.

it duced within an aircraft with a single recipro- coting-engine aircraft during conditions o/ normal
catingengineduesnot "falloff"inthehigher cra/a_.

frequenciesasmuch asmight be expected(5,

20). In fact, when mean values are considered, average progressive decrease of 4.4 dB per
only a 20-dB downward slope is seen in the data octave. One difference between the plots of
plots within the six peak octaves above 87 Hz. figure 2 and figure 1 is the greater clustering
This slope amounts to a roll-off of approximate- of individual data points for two-engine air-
ly 3.3 dB per octave, beginning at 125 Hz. craft as compared with single-engine aircraft.

With one exception, the overall (OAL) noise Analysis of the data led to the following
levels (fig. 1) encompass a narrower range generalization: The range of the envelope is
(17 dB) than tbo data points found st any relatively wide, For the eight octaves, this

octave. Two octaves, 250 and 500 Hz, show range averaged. 29.5 dB, but the average range
the cloaezt cluztering, Below and above thes. was 26 dB for the lower four octaves and 33 dB,
octaves, the plottlngs are more scattered, The for the upper four octaves, The overall levels
data points in the two lowest octaves (03 and had a range of 29 dB. For the data points
:125 Hz), which tend to expand the range, are recorded, those at the lowest octave, 63 Hz, and
found within the lower intensities (below at the highest two octaves, 4000 and 8000 Hz,
90 dB), In the higher octaves, especially above demonstrate the greatest scattering.
1000 Hz, the levels recorded above 100 dB tend
to expand the envelope. Four reclprocathlg engines. Plots were

made of measurements obtained within 19 air-
Dual reciproc_tlng eagines. Noise measure- craft powered by four reciprocating engines

manta obtained within 40 fixed-wing aircraft, (fig, 3), The overall levels extended from 95
each powered by two reciprocating engines, are to llO dB--a range of 15 dB, The mean levels
plotted in figure 2, The range of the overall indicate It decrease of 4 dB per octave. The
levels extended from 92 dB to 121 dB, and the average range for all eight octaves was 19 dB,
mean levels recorded at each octave reveal an The relatively narrow range of the composite
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OClave-han¢lby Cerfler Frequerlcy (klaye._ndL by Ce_let nequency
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FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4

Noise levels wlthin 19 fized-wlne, four-reelprocat- Noise level_wi_hln ZS fixed-wlng, dual-turboprop-
_ng.engine aircra# du_ng conditiona of normal cruise, engine aircra# during cmtditiorso/ _ormal cruise.

envelope is especially noteworthy. The octave Two basic subgroups arc described and i]-
bands 250 and 8000 Hz demonstrate the great- lu_trated for turbol_mpoller aircraft: (a) air-
est range of data plots, craft fitted with two engines, and (b) vehicles

mated to four engines.
T_rbo_rop.cnglne typc_. In some respects,

the noise measured within the cockpits of tur- Dual turboprop engines. A noise envelopeboprop aircraft closely resembles that meas-
was derived from plottings of noise levels meas-

ured within reciprocating-engine aircraft. The ured within the cockpits of 13 aircraft powered
most prominent noise component is still that by dual turboprop esgines (fig, 4). The low-
created by propeller disturbances, but exhaust to-high range for each octave varied consider-
noise is not so noticeable within turboprop air- ably, with an average range being slightly
craft. In fact, the exhaust noise of a turboprop more than 29 dB.
pewerplant Is rarely audible at cockpit positions
within the vehicle during flight (12, 17),

Clustering of data points is not as evident
Generally, the propellers of turboprop air- for dual-turboprop aircraft as for those with

craft rotate at higher blade-tip speeds than two reciprocating engines (fig, 2). Although
those of reciprocating airscrcws (17). This the range of the data varies widely from one
feature, together with the fact that most con- octave band to another, the levels recorded at
temporary turbopropeller systems contain four and above octave 2000 Hz represent the great-
blades, causes the noise to have a spectral eat variation,
character somewhat different from tbat gen-
erated by reciprocating engines. Another Study of the mean values for the data re-
feature of tui-boprapoller aircraft, which may veals a dropoff of about 4 dB per octave above
account for differences in the magnitude of 250 Hz, The three lowest octaves (63, 125,
the noise measured within the vehicle, is that and 250 Hz) do not reveal the extent of sloping
many are pressurized, Usually, the noise which with increases in frequency as that for the
invades occupied areas within pressurized air- three lowest octaves reported for aircraft
craft is less intense than that within similar powered by two reciprocating engines. The
nonpresssrized aircraft (10, 17). mean values recorded for these three octaves



octaves, As with previous envelopes, a few
extreme data points tend to distort the levels

0clave-_n_sDyCenlerFrequency recorded within some octave-bend ranges, Oh-

t20 OAt_3 IX _ _0 I_0 _0o__0 _ sa viously, the one set of relatively high levels

to distort the shape of the envelope reported

_ ll_ for aircraft powered by four turboprop engines.

t_ Tm.bojet (ttld tnrbofa_ engine types. Most

_ of the modern high.performance, fixed.wing

i v aircraft are powered either by jet or fan-jet
engines. The noise within the cockpit of most
of these aircraft differs considerably from that
previously described, In almost all jet-powered

T0 aircr_lft, the cockpit is positioned forward ofthe engines; and, in that position, the unpro.
tooted cockpit areas are not dominated during

,. normal flight conditions by the intense nolse
commonly associated with the jet-exhaust

FIGURE 5 stream (10, 12, 38),

• Nolae I¢u¢18within 21 [ixell.wlng, four.turboprop.
engln_ aircraft during _ondltiolls of normal cruise. Several aircraft-to.engine matiag config-

; urations now exist. These configurations,

' ! (63, 125, and 250 Hz) were 99, 100, and 100 dB together with different performance and opera-
tional characteristics, produce differences infor the two.turboprop class, and 105, 103, and

100 dB, respectively, for the two-reciprocating, the character of noise in the aircraft (I1). The
engine aircraft. Apparently, the magnitude of following two types of aircraft.to.engine mat-
acoustic noise (within these three octaves, with ings were used in the stndy: (a) aircraft in
increased frequency) does not decrease to the which the engine is installed iuteraally or semi-
same extent in dual-turboprop aircraft as in internally (integral fittings) ; and (b) aircraft
dual-reciprocating-engine aircraft, with engines fitted externally (within the

structure of the wings or in external pods, and

Four turboprop c_gincs, A noise envelope connected by short pylons either below the
evolved from plots of the levels in 21 fixed-wing wings or at the far aft sides of the main
four-turboprop nircraft (fig. 5), The overall fuselage).

levels extended from 98 dB to 115 dB--a range The primary sources of noise within the
of 17 dR. Th_ r_lng_ nf Inwl_ recnrded through- cockpits of jet-prupdled aircraft incinde nero-
out the eight octaves, however, extended from dynamic disturbances and other forms of
27 dB at octave 125 Hz to as much as 46 dB aeroelastic disturbances resulting from the
at 2000 tlz--an average range of 58 dB. Oh- operathm of the various environmental control
viously, the spread of data points for the over- systems (10, 14). Aerodynamic noise is created
all levels encompassed a narrower range than when the outer sections of the fnselage, canopy,
was evidenced within any of the eight octave or windshield encounter aerodynamic loadings
bands. The lowest four octaves rendered a imposed by the surrounding atmosphere
composite mean of 34 dB, and the highest four through which the vehicle travels.
octaves provided a mean of 42 dB.

Although several of the aircraft included
Study of the values recorded for the eight within this section possess supersonic speed

octaves reveals that the average acoustic noise capability, noise levels were measured within
present within them decreased about 4 dB per cockpits during conditions of subsonic flight
octave. This slope encompassed all eight only.

5
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FIGURE 7

FIGURE S
Noise levels wilhin _.S/ixed-wlng ulrcra[t pomered

Noise levels lvlthin 51 flxed-wiptg elrcra]_ powered by ezter_lallgnzomltedtlLrbojet//on engines, Meast_re.
by internally and aeml.luiernallg mozlntedturbojet/fan ments were nzodo dllri_lg col_ditlonsof _tormnlerllla_,
engines, Menauremctzt8were _latle d_ring comlltlolta

of nor_nal cruise, represents aoise measured within the cockpits
of 25 aircraft fitted with turbojet/fan engines

ln_ertmll_ and scmi-inte_ally montaged t_r- mated exter_mlly to the fuselage. The mean
boje_ and turbofan engines. Aircraft covered levels recorded are approximately l0 dE les_
in this section include attack, fighter, _md intense than those within aircraft powered by
trainer types. Single, tandem, and aide*by- internally and semi.internally mounted engines.

: . side seating arrangements, as well as single-
and dual-engine rantings, are represented. 'Once ltglLJn,a few data points tend ta ex-

pand the upper and lower range of the noise

The envelope shown in figure 6 is composed enve]ope. The range af the overall levels was
of noise measurements obtained within 51 dlf- 31 dB. The average range of data points far
ferent aircraft fitted with internal or semi- the eight actaves was 37 dIL
internal single or daal engines. Tim uverall
measurements ranged from a low of 81 dl_ to
a high of 116 dB--a total range of 35 dB. The Rotary.wing aircraft
liveruge range for the eight octaves is ,13 dB,
Although a few extreme data points tend to The development _tnd growth of rotary-wing
expand the range of the envelope, the cluster- aircraft have been phenomenal Previously,
ing of data paints araand the mean serves to m_st of these vehicles were powered by re.
describe the difference between this type of ciprocati_g engines. Now, most of them re.
noise and that for all types of fixed-wing air- ceive power from turboshaft-type systems (6,
craft pawered by either reciprocating ar turbo. 9, 17). This report deals with only two of the
prop engines. The maximtlm noise level is numerous design profiles which now exist:
most evident within four octave-bands: i.e., helicopters fitted with reciprocating engines,
500, 1000, 2000,m_d 4000 Iiz. and ttmse powered by turboshaft powerplants.

Also, distinction is made between the data
Exter_mlly mo_,ntcd tllrbojet (_ndturbof, a recorded within the slngle-rotor and dual-rutor

euglnes. The noise envelope shown in figure 7 graups. .
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Acoustic disturbance created by main rott)rs
closely resembles that produced I)y conventional
propellers (6, 9, 17, 36). Of eotlrso, rotors 0_uve.t_n0sby£ealerFr_ueecy
do not rohtte at a shaft speed equivalept to oA:_3 m _o sao iooo_o _ _o SlL

larger diameters even at low speeds, the blade _ k" _ ' = '

tips Ilchieve velocitie_ which i,p,ro,Ich high _ "O ,_. _1.._ I _ i *

,* .i,,lt,, .. .
blade-tip speeds of conventional smaller diam. _ 1o0 _ _ l..__ #___ k,eter (but higher speed) propellers (6, 9, 17).
Therefore, rotors do generate rather significant _ "_ D _, _ : "=
noise during most phases of operation. In _ _
general, rotors create acoustic disturbances
which are found to be most intense within the _ 8o_a

,owo ,'o,luonoy t t i t

70 I RW reciprcotin_ enqlne($1

• I rotar

Transmissions and gellr-dietribution sys- _ t_ • _tol0rs
terns produce noise that may assume major

significance when such units are located near FIGURE 8
occupied spaces within the vehicle (6, 9, 15, 17,
37), Therefore, these sources of noise are Noise Ivvel_ within 19 single*rotor and 4 duul-rolor

hel_coptcr_ potocred by reelproeati*lg e_lgineu, Measure.

most evident ill helieoptm's ill which the cockpit m_nte were mtuhl during conditions of _eormal cruise,

is located near transmission and gear.distribu-
tion units. The noise produced by these sys-
tems is rich in narrow-baml noise components, powered by reciprocating engines. This fee-
usually distributed in octaves abDve --_ 250 Itz ture, together with the fact thnt n(dse produced

!f (9, 15). IIelicopters fittccl with dual rotors by the cxlmust of turboshaft engines is less
_., have two nmjor types of rotor configuration: intense than that produced by reciprocating
% tandem (or in-line) and intermeshing, Gen. engines, results ill less noticeable noise within

eral]y, discrete pure.tone conlpanents, most the cockpit (I5). Also, modes of vibrations
evident at locations near transmissions and mechanicnlly induced by gas tsrbiaes are less
gear and shaft distribution systems and cam. intense (6, 38).
ponents, are present within the cockpits of

helicopters fitted with two rotors (17). For l?cciprocating c_gi_e types. Noise levels
tiffs reason, u distinction is made between dots were recorded in 23 rotary-wing aircraft
measured in the cockpits of one.rotor and two. p_werefl by reciprocating engines (fig. 8). The
rotor heticol)ters, _nvelolJe eoutaillS noise meltstll*ed ill two typos

of helicopters powered by reciprocating en-
Noise produced by the various types of gines: single-rotor and dual-rotor, The range

belles,pier engines differs cm_siderably. Ill of overall levels recorded for the siagle-rotor
general, at least within the cockpit area, the vehicles (of which there were 19) was 13 dB;
noise from reciprocating engines is more in. and for the dual-rotor vehlelcs, 6 dB. The
tense than that frtnn turboshaft engines most significant variatitm ill range is found in
(9, 17). the highest two octave-bands--t000 and 8000

llz,

Gas turbine (or turhoshaft) systems do not
produce as much noise as reciprocating engines, When combined, the range for all eight
especially within the cockpit area (6, 11, 12, octaves averaged 20 dB. Considered separate-
IS, 17, 36). ]n general, turboshaft engines nre ]y, the average range was 20 dl] for the single-
installed ill a helicopter at locations which are rotor vehicles and 13 dB for the dual-rotor
further aft of the cockpit than in vehicles helicopt(_rs.

7



FIGURE 9 FIGURE 10

Naise levels _oithlnSS singl_.rotor slid S dual.rotor Means of noise levels for ,_categoriesQfJ_nd-tvb_g
hellcopters powexed ba turboshaJt engilws. Measure. reciprocatiizg-englnealrcra[t. (N = number o[ air-
7nearswere 7nadodurin9 condltio;zuof notarial cr;else, craft tested.)

Mean wdues for overalland octave-band

Tarboohaftenginet/Jpcs.A compositenoise levelsforthe 3 categoriesof fixed-wlngair-
envelopewas plottedfor dataobtainedwithin craft,allwith recipz'oeat[ngengines,ere illus-tratedin figure10. Th_ mean levelsfor the
thecockpitsof35helicopterspoweredby turbo- single-enginezdrcraftrevealpeak values,ex-
shaftengines{fig.9). Although the overall
shape of the envelopeissiml]arto that for cept for the lowestoctave (63 Hz). Levelsshown for the deal-engineaircraftare next
vehicles with reciprocating engines (fig. 8), the to the highest; and the levels for four-engine
upper and lower'ranges of the envelope are aircraft constitute the lowest wdues derived
considerably different. Also, the magnitude from the entire study of mean levels for all
of the levels recorded at each octave Js general- 81 vehicles.
ly less. The mean vahms--excepLfor the

lowest and highest octave (63 and 8000 Hz)-- Comparison of the mean values (fig. 10)
are about 10 dB less intense than those oh- reveals an average difference of 6,3 dB between
tained within vehicles powered by reciprocating single- and dual-engine aircraft at octaves
engines, above 63 Hz. Comparison of the differences

between two- and four-cngiee uireraft rendered
The range of overall levels recorded for the an average of 5.5 dB at all octaves, and corn-

26 single-rotor helicopters was 19 dB; for the par!son between the single- and four-engine
9 dual-rotor vehicles it wes 12 dB, data disclosed an average of 11,6 dB at all

octaves above 63 Hz. Data reveal that the
mean levels recorded for the lowest octave,

Summary of noise envelopes 63 Hz, are nmst intense within the cockpits of
two- or four-englne aircraft; whereas, the mean

Noise envelopes {figs. 1 through 9) illus- level ream.dad in the 125-1Iz octave is most pro-
trate the types of noise within the 249 aircraft nounced within the slngle-englne aircraft.
during normal cruise conditions. The mean
values extracted from the noise dater are illus- Mean values were obtaieed from 34 fixed-
truted and compared in figures 10 through 13. wing aircraft powered by turboprop systems



with reciprocating engines; the other set com-
bines data for :35single-or dual-rotorheli-

Cctave-_nosDyCartier Feequency copterswith turboshnft engines. The average

0At61 _ _ SO0l_ _0 _0 _0 SS difference between the two spectra is 5.1dB.

I The means recorded for three octaves--63,
_ IIn : , 125, and 250 IIz---eonstltote the highest levels

_ for vehicles powered by reciprocating engines

C_l_ve-b_ndsbyCenlerFrfquen(_

MeanvaluesFiled.wingTurOoprop-t
lO i

i
..... o_,_

o
FIGURE 11

Means of _oise level# for 2 categories of flxed-wi_tg

turboprop aircraft, (N = number of aircraft tested.)
m SO

(fig. 11), Although the mean overall levels _ :c
for two- and four-engine aircraft were the
same. differences in mean levels were recorded to
within various octaves. An average difference

of 4.2 dB was found between the means re. FIGURE 12
ported for two- and four-engine aircraft at
octaves above 63 Hz. The mean levels for Means of 71else levels for _ categorlea of fixed-wing

turbojet/fan aircraJt, (N = m_mber of aircraft
two-engine turboprop aircraft were opproxi- tested.)
mately equal in the three lowest octaves (63,
125, and 250 Hz). Mean vahles for four-
engine aircraft, however, showed considerable c_u_e._s _ Centerfreq_enct
variance, with the lowest octave hand of 63 ]Iz O_L_] t_ _ _ _oo0_ _ _ s_t

containingthe highest mean level. _ ,_o _ ._ _ __ _ _ _

extracted from data on 76 flxed-wlng aircraft _,

with turbojet/faa systems (fig, 12). The o _ *-- -- "
average levels for 51 aircraft with internally
and semi.internally mounted engines are higher _
than those for 25 aircraft with engines
mounted externally to the fuselage of the air- so
craft. Levels reported for internally and
semi-internally nmunted engines averaged 9.4 ,0
dB higher in each octave blind than those for _ • _ecl0r_ain_m. _
externally mounted engines, z _0 o ru_os_I1_.3_)

Two sets of mean levels are shown in FIGURE 18

fignre 13. One set was obtained by combinhlg Means of _loiae level# for 2 categoriea of lleli¢o_ters,
the data for 23 single- or two-rotor helicopters (N = nul_tbcrof hirers# te_ted.)
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i.epresents the highest value within vehicles rendered a relative percentage of 23%, Repli-
powered by turboshaft engines, cation is evident, because many spectnt con-

tained peak and near-peak levels which
Prominent octave bands. The muss of data occurred at more titan one octave band.

contained in the foregoing discnssion and illus-
trations fails to point tip those t)etaves con- The three lowest octaves of 63, 125, nnd
taining the highest noise levels for nil vehicles. 250 IIz contained the most intense noise com-
Te provide concise information, sets of data are ponents for fitted.wing aircraft powered by
presented (figs. 14 and 15) to sitow the octave either reciprocating or turboprop systems
hands in which the highest levels of noise were (fig. 14). Tim noise spectra within single-
recorded for each nf the gronps of fixed- and reeiprocnting-englne vehicles contained the
robwy.wing aircraft. The octave-band levels greatest proportion of iater, se noise within the
for each of the 249 aircraft were studied; and second octave of 125 IIz, whereas dual- and
every octave was noted which contained the four.reciprocating-engine aircraft contained
peak (maximum) and/or levels within 3 dB proportionally more noise in the lowest octave
of the peak. Therefore, figures 14 aml 15 band (63 Hz). Also, although the proportion of
identify the octaves where the peak and near- maximum and near.maximum levels reported
peak (within 3 dB of maximum) levels were for aircraft powered by a reciprocating engine
found, is most pronounced within the lowest three

octaves, the presence of near-maximum levels
Plotted in figure ld are the octave bands is evident at higher frequency ranges for the

which contain the highest levels for each air- aircraft powered by a single engine.
craft in the sample of 191 fixed-wing vehicles.
To obtain the relative percentages for cacti The relative distribution of maximum and
category of aircraft, the number of occurrences near-maximum levels is essentially equivalent
noted for each octave was divided by the total for spectra reported for aircraft powered by
number of aircraft iaa given category. For either two or four reciprocating engines,
example, 5 of 22 single.reciprocating-engine
aircraft demonstrated maximum or near.maxi- Data for the 2 groups of aircraft powered
mum levels within the octave of 63 IIz; this by turboprop systems reveal that the three

lowest octaves (63, 125, and 250 Hz) contain
• the maximum levels within aircraft powered

by two engines. Aircraft fitted with four
................. 9.............. _"_,,',_,_i"'"'°_" "_'"'"_*''J turboprop engines revealed noise spectra in

l, _,_ _. _ ............. _ which tim level present in the lowest octave,
o,,_.pz.,,, __ I 63 Hz, was proportionally higher than that
_o_*,,,o_,°j_:, _ found at 125 Hz.

0_.1'. _, _,,_,_ The distribution of ttle most intense noise
.._A_ 2- .... i components within aircraft powered by two

• ./¢_,,\., /_:2._ I turboprop engines was 38% at 63 lIz, 31% at
,_, i _ / 125 llz, and 46% at 250 Hz. For aircraft

__ powered by four turboprop engines,

the 63-IIz

_ _._-_. octave band contained 67% of the maximant
o_T _L?__---- _, - ? levels; the 125-Hz, _8%; and the 250.I1z, 10%.

FIGURE 14 For tttrbojet/faa aircraft, the peak and
near-peak levels within a given octave differ

Percent distribution of peak noise lcveln bit octave
bands _olthin all categories of fixed-wing alrcra/t, considerably from those" described for all
(N -_ number of aircraft in each category; Nt = groups of propeller-driven aircraft (fig. l,l),
total aircraft.) The most noticeable difference is the greater
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incidenceof maximum and near-maxlmum The octaveband 63 IIzcontainsthe largest

levelsatoctavesabove250 Hz, Also,a larger proportionof peak and near-peaklevelsfor
proportion of octave bands contains levels tm.beshaft-engine helicopters fitted with sin-
which are either at or within 3 dB of the gin rntm's, whereas the two lowest octaves,
maximum levels for all octaves (fig. 14). The 63 and t25 Ifz, contain equiwdent distributions
proportion of maximum levels at the lowest two for vehicles fitted with dual rotors (fig. 15).
octave bands (63 and 525 Hz) is greater within The presence of fairly intense narrow-band
aircraft fitted with externally mounted engines components in the higher frequency ranges is
than within those with internally and semi- evidenced by the rehltive occurrences depicted
internally mokmted engines, but the proportion at the two highest octave bands, 4000 and
of highest levels at the highest three octaves 8000 tIz.
(2000, 4000, and 8000 Hz) indicates the oppo-
site relationship. Ill. I_IETHODS AND CRITERIA FOR

EVALUATING SPEECH
Data are also reported for the 2 major cate- INTERFERENCE

gories of rotary-wing aircraft: those with

reciprocating engines, and those with turbo- Mauy methods have evolved for identifying
shaft systems (fig. 15), and classifying degrees of speech interference.

I_fost of these methods reEate to subjects with
The highest levels were in the 250-Hz octave normal bearing and are based on speech dis-

in single-rotor vehicles with reciprocating on- crimination performance obtained under con-
gines, Octave 125 Hz contained the greatest trolled listening conditions. Test stimuli used
proportion of peak and near-peak levels for hi establish different wdues of speech dis-
two-rotor vehicles with reciprocating engines, crimination in the presence of noise range from
Accordingly, the highest noise levels in differ- sinlple sentences to single-syllable words or
ent octa_es lie within the three lowest bands nonsense syllables.
(63, 125, and 250 F_z) in single-rotor helicopters

with reciprocating engines, whereas the high- A review of the most commonly used meth-
est levels lie within the two lowest bands (63 ads and criteria for measuring and predicting
and 125 Hz) in dual-rotor vehicles fitted with degrees of speech interference provides insight
reciprocating engines, into the related problems and assumptions.

The type of test stimuli used to establish
c,,,,.,..,,,.._.,_.,,,,._,._,, ._,,,_,.,,.,.*,m_.... speech intelligibility should be carefully con-
°_ ,n ,_ ,,0o _ _,,_ _a_ .,_ sidercd because single.syllablewords are mor{_

difficult to understand in noise than are sel_-
tences or phrases. Therefore, the criteria
should be more strblgent for situations re-
quiring use of single-syllable words than for
those involving sentences or phrases.

Articahtilon index

Since French and Steinberg (8) proposed
the use of the artienhttion index (AI) in 1947,
vigorous efforts have been made by researchers

I FIGURE 15 to improve this proposed methodology, Detailsconccrnblg the articulation index are too ex-
[ Perccnl di#tribution a/ peak nolsv leveI_ by octavo tensivc for inclusion here. A 1962 pnbiicnti0nband_ within all categories of rotary.wiug aircraft.b

(IV _ number of aircraft in each category; Nt -_ by h:ryter (25) constitutes the most wduable
! total aircraft,) single reference for those nttempting to utilize
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the AI concept, as well as its modifications and ratio, (b) articulation index (20-band method)
changes, An add|tiered source of information proposed by French and Steinberg (8), and (el
on this subject is in a book edited by Morgan the articulation index (octave.band method)
etal, (27), Minor and major alteratimls in the suggested by Beranek and Newman (1).
basic method for computing AI have enlarged Pickett and Pollack (30) found that, at least for
upon its applications, especially for systems theb. study, the most accurate index for pre-
employed in ground and airborne ,nrospuce dicting speech intelligibility in high-level noise
operations, is tilat proposed by French and Steinberg (with

slight modifications by Pickett and Pollack).
To predict approximate speech intelligibility The simplest method was the overall signal-to.

for electrical communication systems, the at- noise ratio, which readers reasonably accurate
ticulation index (in one form or another) is predictions wimn corrections for intense noise
probably the best method currently avaihlble levels are applied.
(18, 19, 21-24, 26, 29.33, d0, 41, 43).

Use of tim origihal 20-band method or of
the modified octave-band method to define the

Modifications to articulation index articulation index wits the best approach avail.
able to predict speech intelligibility related to

In 1955, Pickett and Kryter (29) described communication systems.
an extension in the use of the AI, through

which predicted articulation in noise could be Speech interference level
assessed by physical ueoustic measurements

of full-octave bands. To evalnate the iatelligibility of face-to.
face communications ill noise, the primary

Methods of evaluating speech intelligibility method recommended is the speech interference
in high.level ambient noise have been the level (SILL which consists of using averages
subject of considerable study during the pest of noise levels in certain octave bands.
decade, especially since greater demands are
being placed on retention of speech communi- Considerable emphasis has bees given to
cations ill environments where intense noise the use of octave-braid averaging methods to
exists. Pickett and Polhlck (30),in 1958. corn- predict or establish acceptable noise levels for
pleted n study of speech interference factors various environments. Beranek amI Newman
in noise ranging up to 139 dB sound pressure (I) presented a paper at the thirty-ninth meet-
level (SPL) in which speech and anise signals ing of the Acousticul Society of America in
were electronietdly combined nnd presented to 1950, in which they proposed tile use of simple
listeners via headsets, Five combinations of octave.band averaging to rate noise conditions
speech and noise were ewdsated: speech fro- in offices. This technic has been used quite
queacy emphasis of 0 and +6.0 dB per octave; effectively by numerous investigators and
and random noise spectra with slopes of 0, offers a fu[r[y accurate estimate of acccptabi]-
+6.0, and --12,0 dB per octave. By retaining ity of noise conditions that exist where face-
constant sigual-to.noise ratios, large decre- to-face speech communications are routinely
meats in speech intelligibility could be created conducted, Many investigators have suggested
for all noise spectra as the level of the anise using the average of our|nun octave bands,
was increased. Essentially, Pickett and Pollack
sought to evahmte various methods in use in Bcralwk study, Beranek (3, 4), and others
1958 to predict speech intelligibility for such of the staff of l_olt, Beranek and Newman, Inc,,
intense speech-masking condltk_ns. Basically, working independently tm under Government
three methods were cmlsidered for predicting contract, have greatly expanded the knowledge
the degree of speech intelligibility comparable concerning speech interference and the assign-
to the scores which they actually obtained ing of criteria related to the acceptability and
duriag their study: (a) overall signal-to-noise feasibility of speech communications in various
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noise environments, The criteria for noise m 2. Data on 15 noises led to three
buildings, as proposed by Beranek in 1957 (3), conciusions:
have been used extensively in connection with
computations and determinations concerning a. The best single method is the
speech interference, Thebasiccriteriacurvea-- averaging of three octaves (i.e., 300.600,
noise curves (NC) end alternate noise curves 500-1200, end 1200-2400 Ha).
(NCA)--and the noise condition criteria rec-
ommemled for rooms and office spaces have, b. The next to the best method con-
together, provided guidelines for design on- slats of weighting networks (A-scale or DIN-3)
gineers and others, Apparently the criteria of sound.level meters, or of finding the SIL ill
proposed by Berunek in 1957 have proved their the octaves from 300 or 600 to 4800 Hz.

value, especially if use is the measure of c. The least effective method consists
effectiveness, These criteria have been widely of fitting spectral noise peaks to noise criteria
distributed in publications in the United States rating carves, of which the NCA was found to
and in foreign countries. Unfortunately, the be better than the contours for either the

: NC and NCA contours have limited value when conveatiomd NC or the ISO (International
applied to wtrious aerospace vehicle environ- Organization for Standardization),
ments (39).

: 3. The orticulation index, a more compIi-
sated method, served well to measure speechSpecialists ill human engineering are cur-

• rently faced with noise environments having interference, and the simpler 5- and 6.octave
noise Ievels above those to which previous methods used to establish equivalent AI, era-

.: criteria for predicting speech interference are ploying a generalized speech speetrsm, were
_,i applicable (such as the NC and NCA described fouad _o he almost as good as the more elabor-

by Beraaek) bec_luse the previous contours ate 20-band method.
extend only to ua upper range of NC-70 and

! NCA-70 (13, 34). Webster (42, 43), and Web- 4. The use of contours and curves (NC,
!! ster and Hlumpp (41), formulated a sat of NCA, or Inn) to predict degrees of speech

Ii speech interference (SI) curves that, in interference was of value if both of the follow-
!_ essence, extend Bernnek's noise ratings into a lag were observed: Only the part of the con-
! higher range, from which critical levels of tour that centered at 500, 1000, and 2000 ttz
_.i speech interference can often be predicted, was used, with the curves averaged through

: _! Essentially, these speech interference contours spectral peaks and wd]eys of the noise spectra.

• extend beyond the basically esthetic con'sidera.
tions (for comfort, loudness, and annoyance) 5. Speech in quiet environments required,
that are essential features of the NC and NCA for half-inteHig_ility, frequencies above and
contour._ from Beranek's noise criteria, below a wdue from 1600 to 1900 Hz; but as the

: ratio of speech signal.to.noise decreases, the
! required frequency range dropped to about

U.S. Navy st_ldy, Webster and Klampp 800 or 1O00 Ifz.
(45) recently completed a comprehensive stady
of methods of nvahlatiug speech-interfering 6, The maximum noise level at which us-
noises, The basis of their study was research protected face-to-face voice commauications

(: _n 16 noises commonly encountered by U, S. could be accomplished was an SIL t500/1000/
, 'qavy personnel, The results of this series of 2000 tlz) of 95 dB,

studies revealed the following:

7, The maximum SIL (500/1000/2000
1, Noise environments in typical U, S, Hz) for effective speech communication via

_ Navy spaces exceed those in civilian areas noise-prtmfq_d sound-powered phones is: 84 .dB,
where equlwdent communication tasks are if the talker is in a quiet environment and
performed, the listener is in a noisy area; 95 dB, if
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both the talker and the listener are in noisy and define speech interference. Anyone whu
• environmenLs; and 114 dR, if the talker is in has to evaluate a noise environment in which

a noisy area and the listener is in s quiet the ambient noise is suspected of producing
environment, interference _vith voice communications should

carefully study the collected reports of Webster
8. Amplified speech communications with and Klumpp (45).

earphones and use of noise-cancelling dynamic

or condenser microphones appeared possible in IV. COMPARISON OF THE SiX RATING
a 500/1000/2000 Hz SIL of 120 dR, This METIt0DS
assumes the nee of noise-shlelding at the

mouth and ear, a speech bandwidth of at least Six indices were used io predicting speech
three or more octaves centered between 10O0 interference levels for the noise spectra of this
and 1800 Hz, a low sidetone level, employment study.
of automatic volume control (AVC), and peak

clipping (44}, 1. ISO-4, This index was developed by

9. AmpIified speech communications with the International Organization for Standard-
loudspeakers (sound.field) appeared possible ization, and consists of the averaging of octave
in 500/1000/2000 Hz SIL levels of 80 dR, If bands 250, 500, 10O0, and 2000 Hz,
earplugs or earmuffs (noneommunleation type}
are worn, the SIL can be extended to 95 dB 2. PSIL--the average of 500, 1000, and
(44, 45). 2000 Hz octave bands.

Webster (42) also devised a set of speech 3. PSIL_--the average of 500, 1000, 2000,
interference contours through which relative and 4000 Hz octave bands.
degrees of speech interference could be evalu-
ated. Recently, Beranek stated that his staff 4, SIL--the average of I000, 2000, and
was attempting to revise the current set of NC 3000 Hz octave bands,
and NGA contours to reflect the changes nee.
easary to make the contours more wdid (7). 5. L._--the computed, or measured, A-

scale level (A-scale weighting network of a
Webster's speech interference curves, espe- sound-level meter),

cially for A-scale levels that exceed about
'60 dR, clearly indicate an attempt to consider 0. L--the C-scale weighting network of
frequency-dependent factors that infhmnce a sound-level meter,
speech intelligibility in moderate to high.level
ambient noise. The rationale underlying this Note: Nu methods employing tangent-to-
assumption was reported by Webster and curve interpretations were osed, Preliminary
Klumpp (41) ill 1903, and by Webster (43) in study of three such contours (the NC, NCA,
1964. The latter publication contains a dcscrip, and ISO sets) revealed that the task of report.
tion of information and data (from a sorvey of ing mass data made the nee of such contours
contemporary literature and from practical and far too complicated for inchlsion in the study,
laboratbry research conducted at the U. S,
Navy Electronics Laboratory} from which The two most common octave-band avcrag-
Webster's initial speech interference curves ing methods used its simple indicators of speech
were derived• These curves definitely reflect interference employ averaging octaves 500,
the influence of the artieuIation index (43). I000, and 2000 Hz; or octaves 1000, 2000, and

4000 Hz, Table I contains relative degrees of
The results of the comprehensive studies by speech interference associated with four levels

Webster and Klumpp provide insight sad guid- of voice effort; i.e,, =mrmld, raised, very loud,
ance to aeromedical ewtluators, bioenviron, and shoot. Two methods of averuging are

• mental engineers, and others who must measure shown: method A, which consists of averaging
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TABLE I

Relative degrees of speech interference nnder four eondlt_ons of vocal
effort as measured by two octave-band averaging _nethods

Distance Normal voice RalBedvoice Veryloudvoice Shout
(in feet) A" gt A B A B A B

0.5 7t 76 77 82 83 88 89 94

1 65 70 71 76 77 82 83 98

! 2 fi9 64 65 70 71 76 77 82

S 55 60 61 66 67 72 73 77
4 53 5B 59 64 65 70 71 76

5 51 56 57 62 63 68 69 74

fi 49 54 55 60 St 66 67 78

12 43 4B 49 54 55 60 61 66

eMelhod A (average of tO00. 2000. m,d 4000 lls).

tMethod B (Rverage of rio0. tOOl4 and 9000 |lz),

the three octaves 600 to 1200, 1205 to 2400, SIL--are also shown. In addition, mean values

_t and 2400 to 4800 Hz (identified in table I by are shown for measurements relative to the
preferred octaves 10O0, 2OO0, and 4000 HI) ; A-scale weighting network of a standard sound-
and method B, which consists of averaging the level meter (L_), and C-scale levels acquired

il levels in the octaves 500, 1O00, and 2000 Hz. by use of a sound.level meter (Lc).
The relative values of speech interference pre-
suppose limits of acceptable discrimination for Figure 16 shows mean values which evolved
single-syllable (or nonsense) woMs, no rever- from tile data acquired en 81 fixed-wing air-
.beration, face-to-face nonamplified speech ef- craft powered by reciprocating engines. The
fort. and no message set or language clues (46).
A difference of 5 dB exists between the speech 5_, ,._,,f,,e_,_,_a_.,._

interference values obtained by ase of the two _0 0:td_e in ,,_l/ 4_1 140 P'IL I_,t I 51L Lt t,averaging methods. A constant of 6 dB is .o _,'_ _ , , ,

provided for each doubling, or halving, distance. /
Essentially, the method which averages octave- _'x
band levels in the higher frequency range, _,.x- o
method A, is set at levels which are 5 dB more
stringent than values derived from averaging qo-. '. o
the set of octaves which account for acoustic _ ". o• • • °

_t noise present within a slightly lower frequency _ _ "_\'_.'.o

o

}_i range, i.e., method B (average of 500, 1OO0, -. _..%_
and 2000 IIz). R_•- R._ 0 N*_fl

Figures 16 through 19 contain mean values
of acoustic noise obtained in aircraft included

in the current study, Mean levels are reported FIGURE 16
for five octaves corresponding to the ones used
by the four averaging methods. Index points Meansof _zoiselevel_for $ oat_oorlcBof [iz_d-willgreciprocating aircraft. Corresponding speech inter.
arrived at by use of the four octave-band /create indices,a_determined by _txdi/fvrsnt _'nethod_,
averaging methods--/SO-4, PSIL, PSIL=, and are shown,
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s_¢, _._,,,,,_,¢ _,_,,, the four averaging methods differ frmn each
OltJve Ifl p4_ 1_40.PStL PSIL_$1L Lt L_.0z _o i_ _o0o other by approximately 2 dB when the
_' i _ I I i" i. i --v,--

sequence of octaves used to obtain averages
extends from the lowest to the hlghest frc-

i_- queney range. Esnential]y, the total range of

• • * mean values found for the four averaging
__ o methods is about 6 dB. with the method idaho

• _ -_-"_- o tified by nIL rendering the lowest and the

,..- "_..._ o o o ISO-,t rendering the highest. Differences noted
between L^ and Lc arc 9 dB for aircraft pew-

. _,_._ _s_ ered by single reciprocating engines and 12 dB

_0 o_,_,_ _._ for both two- and four-engine vehicles.

_o An illustrated in figure 16, the hlgilest
acoustic noise levels were found within the

FIGURE 18
cockpits of aircraft powered by single reeipro-

M_an_ of noise levels for _ categorlea of fi_ed.wi_;g coting engines, ThE next highest values were
turbojet/fan aircraft. Corre_pondin_ #peech inter- measured in two-engine aircroft. The lowest
ler_n_o indi_es, a_ deter*ni_x_dbe si_ different _wthotis_
ur_ _hown. levels were found within vehicles having four

engines. Generally, the mean levels recorded
for aircraft powered by two engines were 7 to

dominance of acoustic noise within the fre- 8 dB less than those obtained within vehicles

quency range of 250 Hz is evident, Since the pmvered by single entices, and the levels re-
octave band of 250 IIz contains the most pro- corded within aircraft powered by four engines
nounced noise, averaging which includes this were about 5 dS tess intense than those found

octave results in the highest index paint, within vehicles fitted witll two enginES. Since
Regardless of whether the aircraft is fitted differences noted between the four averaging
with one, two, or four reciprocating engines, methods used in this study remain relatively
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constant regardless of the type of aircraft-to- these aircraft the mean levels (averages of five
powerphmt mating used, the following general- octaves) are more nearly equld than these re-
izutions can he made: The mean speech ported fin" pr_peller-type aircraft. As a conse-
interferencelevels measured in aircraft powered queeco the fear averaging methods yield almoet
by two reciprocating engines are about ,7.5 dB the same levels of speech interference. Essen-
less than those within aircraft powered by tially, aircraft fitted with eagiues that m'e in-
single engines, and levels obtained within vehi- stalled within the fnselago (or engines fitted
eles powered by four reciprocating engines are semi-internally) render mean speech btterfet'o
5 dB less titan levels obtsinod within vehicles once levels that are about I1 dl_ higher thnn
powered by two engines and 12.5 dB less then those obtained within the cockpits of aircraft
levels obtained within aircraft powered by where the engines are installed in the main
single engines. Since the levels of noise mess- body of the wings, or mated to the wisgs by
ored within various octaves tend to decrease pylons, or installed at the far aft end of the
as frequency increases, the averaging methods fuselage and attached by short pylons. Also in-
which include levels in the lower octave-hand ternally lind semi-intcrmdly mounted engines
range will render higher vables than those Feuder a mean L, value that is only 1 dB leas
which include levels nteasured within the high- thaa L[.. The mean L, is 3 dB less than the
el' octave-band range, mean L,. on vehicles in which the engines are

insbdlcd externalIy. The near equiwdence of
Figure I7 depicts a set of data slmiicr to wdaes of L._ and Le emphasizes the contribu-

that shown in fignre 16, except here the dais tion of mid- and high.frequency noise cam-
apply to fixed.wing aircraft powered by either portents to the overall noise spectra reported
two or four turboprop engines. The octave for those two groups of oh.craft.
250 IIz contains the most pronounced noise
found within the five octaves used within the

Figure 19 illustrates mean values whichfour averaging methods. Here also, the acons-
tic noise decreases with increases in frequency, evolved from data obtained on 58 rotary.wing
This observation is confirmed by the finding aircraft. Data polats for the d categories of
that averaging methods yiehl lower 'ynlaes helicopters reveal that those fitted with single
when the higher octaves are used to obtain the rotors (reciprocating and torboshaft) have
average. Generally, the four methods differ sloping spectra in which the 250.I1z octave
from each other by a value of about 2 dB. The contains the predominant acoustic noise. The
highest values are found by use of the ISO-.1 2 categories of dnal-rotor vehicles (powered
method and the least intense levels were oc- by reciprocatiag and torboshaft engines) dem-
quired by using the SIL method. A total range o|lstrate mean spectra in width the octaves
of 6 dB exists between the highest and lowest 250, 500, and 1000 Ilz share almost equal
values obtained with the four averaging moth- magnitude. Values derived from lt[[ four aver*-
otis. Interestingly enongh, this total range is uging methods reveal that the highest index
found for both groups of aircraft; those fitted points are encountered within both grmlps of
with either two or four turboprop pnwerphmts, vehic[es fitted with dual rotors.

The levels provided for L, and L_:measure- The data shown for all four averaging
ments reveal that L._ is 9 dB lower than L_ methods indicate that iut_rfercnce wducs oh-
for aircraft fitted with two turboprop engines tabmd within single-rotor vehicles powered by

,_ and L, is 13 dB below L,_ within aircraft fitted reciprocating engines are about 6 dl] higher
with four turboprop engines, then index points derived from noise levels

within single-rotor helicnpters powered by
Figure 18 illustrates mean vahles which turboshaft engines. A similar fimling applies

evolved from platting data obtained in aircraft to dual.r¢_tor vehicles; the index polats for
fitted with intermdly and sen]i-internally aircraft Imwercd by reciprocating'• engines, _tre
mounted turbojet/tim engines and vehicles about 5 dI:l higher than those for turboshaft
where the engines are mated exteraally. In engines.
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Single-rotor helicopters fitted with recipro-
cating engines yielded a mean L^ value 6 dB
higher than the LA value of single-rotor vehi- _, ..............,................. ""*'_"""'_ ....c_Id,*_m m

eles powered by turboshaft engines, and the ,_ _.... r-- r--r_----'_-- T --,--
mean L^ value for dual-rotor helicopters fittell p 1
with reciprocating engines was about 3 dB "° i- "
greater than that for vehicles powered by r ,__

turboshaft engines, : _ "--'¢:, . __::. --._

The data depicted in figures 16 through 19 _._ I- _-- "_ Z_.'_':... _"_.. ._
illustrate the range of values obtained from the ___.__._.__._ ._- _ n..>.__:::.....----_
use of the four octave-band averaging methods I o ,_,_ :.,. ,,, "-- -_:_..
and the two overall weighted methods, It is / ..... _,_ ,,,,, _. _'

obvious that the content of the spectrum from " 1',_:':,'2;1 _?&
which the four averaging methods derive plays ., _ , _,___ __, ._.,_ .____._
an important role in determining the relative
magnitude and equivalence between the various FIGURE 20
methods. Spectral content, therefore, directly ,_lean speIdral ¢haraIto*iaflcs of 7 categarlea of
influences the magnitude lind equivalency of ft=ed-wing aircraft. (N : number of aircraft in

the romdting averages, Except for the data class.)
obtained on both groups of fixed-wlng aircraft
fitted with turbojet/fan engines, each of the
averaging methods which include higher *..............................._...........,,,,,,,,,,, .,

in q_ _0
octave.band levels yielded lower mean values, '_ -_-_---, ,-- _ --,--_----
Generally, except for both groups of fixed-
wing aircraft fitted with turbojet/fan engines, '%
the ISO-4 method will yield higher values than ,,_ ,_. _ --__._ --.
the PSIL method; the PSIL will fm'nish levels _ _-_ ='_ _ _:'_'-.

• that are greater than those obtained with _ _ -._ _A-_._,._
PSIL,; and the PSIL, will exceed levels ob- "_.. "%._

-. reined by the SIL method, All four octave. "_--_
band averaging' methods yield essentially "'"_ ' .... _ t
equivalent levels when the spectrum is repre- _"_,_'.........._,,,,,, ,',:_'_'.
sentative of fixed-wing aircraft powered by
turbojet/fan powerplants. _.____L ..______ ___L.____

FIGURE 21

Shown in figure 20 are the mean spectral
levels which evolved from the study of 19I Mean _peItral Ihara_teriati¢_ of 4 categories of

rotary.wlng aircraft. (N : _lumbor of aircraft irt

fixed-wing aircraft. Plots of mean spectra for class.)
the 7 categories of flxed-wing aircraft ilhlstrate
the influence that spectral shape has on the of the spectra for the rotary-wing aircraft
resulting octave.band averaging methods and resembles that of propeller-driven fixed-wing
weightecl wdues, espeei_l.Tly on the L^, where aircraft at octaves above 250 IIz, but below
the contribution of acoustic noise present 250 I-Iz reveals a flatter contour. ,:
within the mid- and high-frequency range is

more significant. Equivalent values

Shown in figm'e 21 are the mean spectral A summery of the speech interference in-
levels for 58 rotary-wing aircraft, Itere again, dices resulting from application of each meth.
overall mean spectra decreases in 'magnitude od is presented in figure 22, The levels which
with increases in frequency range. The slope evolved from the stud:,, of the 249 aircraft
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Equivalentvaluesof different measuresrelatedto determiningspeechinterference.
DataapplicableIoambient noise levelsmeasuredin fixed-androtary-wingaircraft.

i "4 • ,o

C

•_ LO

150-40•_!l_) 521501 621601 1021 dl(_) 12 I
PSIL 40141) 50(51I 60(61) 70(71) 80(81) 90(91} IO0(IOl( IlO(llll 120112
P_ILl 38141) 48(51) 58161) 68171) 78(81) 88(gI) 98110I) 108(111) II8(12
_IL 36(411 46151) 56(61) 66_71) 76(81) 86(gl1 g6IlOII IOSIIII) 116111t,
Lp 47(47) 57(57) 07(67) 77t77) 87(87) 91(97) 107(I071 117(1[7) 121d2
Lc 56(50) _(60) 76(70) 86(80) 96(90) 1061100) 1[61llOt 126tl20) 1361[3

Level_notedin ( ) are todeusedwhen evaluatingspeechinterferencein fixed-wingaircraft poweredby
turbojet/fanengines•

; ¢

FIGURE .02

Eoulvatcnt vatue_of aiz measureso speechinlcrfcrenco.

_ included in this study yielded equivalent values Gellerally, the length of time an individual
:. which are entered nt the bottom of the chart, will attempt to communicate at a shout is very
),

_: The values not shown in italics refer to equiva, limited, Webster (44) has specified that 70
'. lent values measured within all fixed- and dB PSIL should be avoided in spaces where

rotary-wing aircraft, except fixed-wing aircraft people nmst conduct communications, and
powered by turbojet/fan engines. Equivalent noise-proofing of people and spaces must he
values for fixed-wing aircraft fitted with considered when a PSIL of 90 dB, and above,
turbojet/fan engines are shown in italics at is encountered, Webster has further empha-
the right side of each appropriate column, sized that, when a PSIL excucdn 1O0 dB, the

need for ear protection is mandatory and, if
Parameters of vocal effort similar to those communications are to be successfully secure-

proposed by Webster and Gales (46) are shown plished, noise-proofing of people and space is
in figure 22. The parameters presuppose non- essential.

, protected ears, nonreverberant sound field,
face-to.face communications, and no language Table II is a comparison of the four octave-
or message-set clues. The line identified as band averaging and the two overall frequency-

!¢' expected voice level presupposes that vocal weighting methods. The values shown are
effort increases appro×imutely 3 dl] for each mean levels resulting from the appllclLtion of
10-dB increase in masking noise, and that the the six methods to means for each category
need to commonicnte is not critical. If the need of aircraft. Part A of table It contains values
to comrnimieat_ Is critical, the incrmlse in vocal which can bc u_ed to compare differences
effort is about 5 dB for each 10-d13 increase in among the indices for all aircraft categories in
ambient noise, this study other than jet. The wflues provided
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TABLE II bc used to compare different methods that
have been studied in this paper.

A. Comparable vahtes for aircraft categoNes
other than let The common statement tilat people who

must work and eomnmnieate in noise get used
ISO- PSIL PSIL1 SIL LA LC to it requires some qualification, Althongh the

4 idea is generally accepted, changes and corn-

IS0-4 [] -2 -4 -6 +6 +15 pr_mises do result when noise intrudes into
the communicating environment. Observation

PSIL +2 [] -2 -4 +7 +[7 illdieates tinlt individmds subjected to noise

PSIL1 +4 +2 [] -2 +9 +19 usually tend to limit their vocabulary, to select
and use reduced message sets, to rely on visual

SIL +6 +4 +2 [] +ll +21 codings and clues, and to employ other similar

LA -6 -7 -9 -II [] +9 modifications, Although most communicatorscan compensate fro' many undesirable effects
LC -5 -17 -19 -21 -9 [] of noises, the eomnmnicators may uehieve only

limited success.

Experience in and knowledge of the com-
B. Comparable values for turbojetlos, munieation tusks commonly perfi)rnled amid

aircraft interfering Imise significantly improve the
margin of success attained when the need to

IS0- PSIL PSIL1 SIL LA kC communicate arises, For this reason, disthlc-
4 ties should b_ mad_ between the naive and the

150-4 [] +l +1 +1 +9 +11 sophisticated listener or communicator. Es-
sentially, the limiting levels contained in fig-

PSII. -I [] 0 "1 +7 +g uro 22 shouhl be considered us applicable to

PSIL1 -I 0 [] -I +7 +9 relatively naive listeners with normal hearingacuity (within the speech range). Ilenee, the
._IL "[ +1 +1 [] +8 +10 next phase of study will be tile extent to which

LA -9 -7 -7 -8 [] +2 the levels of predicted speech interference canbe adjusted to identify different degrees of
• LC -II -9 -9 -10 -2 [] listening experience encountered in the acre.

sp;tce envirolinlent,

T_tble Ill contldns It summary of Ineltu
values, c*r levels, of speech interference which

in part 13can be used in comparing any of the were obtained from noise data from the ll
six indices when the values were derived from categ, ries of aircraft inchlded in this study,
turbojet/fan nircraft, The molls vllhles obtained from octave-band

averaging methods (ISO-4, PSIL, PSIL_, and
The values contained in part A and part/3 SIL) demonstrate coasisteutly higher values

were derived from differences noted between when lower octaves are included, except for a
mean levels for the six indices inchalod in this single category--the fixed-wing uircraft pew-
study. For example, a PSIL of 96 dB obtained erod by turbojet,fan engines. Only one other
within a fixed-wing aircraft fitted with two group of data might he considered as almost "
turboprop engines corresponds to an 1SO-4 of insensitive (uee,rding to which octave band is
98 dB, or +2 (as shown in part A, table II). inchlded in a given three- or four-band aver-
Also, the expected A-scale of a sound.level ag rig)--]_ e ",', the dot's fro" two-r_tm' h_li-
meter (La) would be 103 d13 (+7 dB). Thin.e- copters pnwered by turboshaft systems (Ts.2r).
fore, the yahoos contained In parts A and B of Data (table lid reflect the fhlding that, of
table II provide correction factors which can the 249 vehicles studied, all but 85 0,e,, 76 of
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TABLE IlI

Mcaus of speech iaterferellee by aircraft c.tegory as determined
by six dlffcrenl ?acthods

Number of
Category nircraft ISO.,i PSIL PSILt SIL L_ Lc

SIng]e-recip. 22 97 96 93 91 103 112

Dual.recip, 40 91 _8 8G 83 97 109

Four-recip. 19 85 83 81 r/9 90 102

Dual-turlmprop, 13 fil [;8 87 85 98 107

Four.tur!loprop, 21 a7 B5 83 81 93 lOS

turbojet (int.) fil 04 05 95 95 103 104

turbojet (ext.) 25 84 85 84 83 91 94

_lrlglv-rotor recip. 19 99 97 95 93 10.1 112

Dual.rotorrecip, 4 I00 100 98 96 105 110

Single-rotor turbos}taft 26 93 Ol 89 87 98 108

Dual-rotorturboshaft 9 95 90 93 02 102 108

the fixed-willg aircraft with tm'bojet/fan under attenuat-d toni nomtttonuated conditions
engines, and 9 two-rotor helicopters with turbo- of noise exposure. A simple method of predict-

shaft systems) eontaiaed acoustic noise within leg relative degrees of speech interference with

the Io;ver range of octaves (especially 250 and the .use of circumaural earphones is given.
500 Hz) greater than that within the higher

_; range CI000. 2000, and d000 tIz). Review of Nature of the auditory signal

:_ the mean levels plotted for all octaves (figs. 21 The complic_tted nature of the temporal

'" and 22) substantiates this finding, signal routinely encountered by pilots is illus-

Data derived from this study have two trated in figure 23, The final signal processed
by the auditory system is a composite of part

inherent limitations: First, since the data of the noise which exists in the surrouuding
measured within 249 vehicles have been cam-

environment, the desired auditory signal
bined into categories, only generalized as_ulnp-
tioas can be alade. Individual wlrhttions are

known to exist. Therefore, unhlue acoustic
features may be evidenced by a few aircraft,

even thoagh tile vehicle is included in u ape- _=,P.oNtAND:us..0_
cific category. Second, the data extracted for ,,,,_,,_

b_lll

the 249 vehicles represent only acoustic expo. _1_t:9._,,

sures which exist daring conditions of normal t,,,,E.r ,o,s__/ L_ \.

' cruise.

pNrtncou]_
V. EFFECTS OF ATTENUATION ON

NOISE LEVELS FIGURE 23

The following section provides data to eval. Complexill! of listening tllnk assoclated with air.
uate eqtli'¢aleat levels of speech interfereaee borne opcrallons.
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(speech), and noise inherent within the inter- The effect of naditory masking noise on
corn-radio system. Figure 24 further expands flying personnel is tbe topic of current research
these basic concepts. A variety of acoustic being conducted at tbe USAF School of Acre-
stimuli are mixed with the desired signal, space Medicine. The purpose of this research
Some of these extraneous acoustic stimuli con* is to identify acoustic characteristics of the
stitute a continuous masking effect, such as auditory signal which contribute to failure
that part of the ambient nnise that has passed in receiving and successfully understanding
through the noise-attenuating device (ear- speech communicntions and to identify these
phone cusions). Other stimuli intrude in an features which compromise accomplishment of
intermittent manner, such as breathing noise successful auditory functions in subjects with
and noise which enters the cavity of the middle normal and those with nonnormal hearing.
ear through the eustachian tube during periods
of ventilation.

Data base for noise attenuation studies

Modifying factors
Figure 26 contains data points which repre-

We have previously discussed the many sent amounts of noise attenuation provided by
modifying factors which affect speech interfer- seven types of circumaural headsets commonly
ence criteria--factors such as prior knowledge, used by persons who routinely fly fixed- and
language usage, redundancy of the message rotary.wing vehicles. Noise attenuation values
set, and others. Figure 25 displays five shown in figure 26 represent "average" atten-
degrees of probability related to failure to uation. These values can be nsed to estimate
understand a given speech communication dur- degrees of attenuation to be expected within
ing ground and airborne operations. The the five octaves germane to this .study; i.e.,
experienced pilot can perform listening tasks 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. Values of
in noise environments which wouid produce a]- "expected attenuation" are: G dB at 250 Hz,
most total masking of a given signs[ to the 10 dB at 500 Ifz, 25 dB at 1000 Hz, 30 dB at
naive listener, 2000 Hz, and 35 dB at 4000 Hz. These levels of
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attenuation are generalized; under ideal cendi- recorded for 249 fixed- and rotary-wiog air-
tione, even greater amounts of noise atteeuu- craft within five octaves (250, 500, 1O0O,2000,
tion nmy be achieved, mid 4000 IIz; by center frequencies). Corre-

spoudieg predicted speech interference levels,
Figures 27 through 31 demonstrate allen- as determined by each of four averaging

uated and nonattenuated mean exposure levels methods (ISO-4, PSIL, PSIL,, aod SIL) are
also plotted.

;_acOu_.c',',Y_T._vc-_Nm Figure 27 illustrates attenuated and non-
oat _7.s n as0 _0o 6oo _:oo 2_oo,B_0 attenuated mean levels .for three categories of

0 75 Bo _ao 6oo i=oo uoo 4coos_oo fixed-wing aircraft powered by reciprocating

i ± -" = -- -- = : engines. Rank ordering of the four octave-. _ z z := :_ = _ band averaging methods reveals that ISO.4
_u -10 ........ yields the highest level at which speech inter-
= ference may be expected to occur, then follow

-20 PSIL, PSIL_, and SIL. Examination of means
-= = -- _ - - • recorded for octaves 250 through 4000 Hz
.... _ helps clarify the reason for this distributiun.

_-30 = _ = = . . The averaging method which employs levels in
= = = = ectaves which are most intense, such as the

,,' _-40 .... lower frequency range, yields the higher

. = = = _ values,

-50 , = __ =
- Figure 28 provides similar findings derived

: _" = = - -: - - ' from the study of noise levels recorded within
-_o the cockpits of aircraft fitted with turboprop

FIGURE 26 powerphmts.

Attenuation provided by aewTt types of ¢ircuntaural

: _eacl_cts.

HO i I *

• _rpm_* a_rrv_rta "N_

FIGURE 27
t FIGURE28

Means el nol;_elevels (attenuated and nanal_enu-
sled) [or 3 ealegori_ of /ixcd-wlng reeipro_atf)_g Mean_ of 7_ol_olet,vie (att_l_uat_dand _toleatte_m-
aircraft. Correspoudblg speech interfere_lc_ il;di_es, sled) for _ eategorio_of fixed-wins turbopropalr_raft.
ae doter_niltedby eachof -fouraverogi_ls method_,ara Correspo_ldingspeech interfere_tco indi_es, a_ deter.
_hown. mined b_ ¢ach of four avcrasine mcthod_, are _holv_,
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Once again, the octave.band averaging Method for predicting speech interference
method which employs levels recorded within with earphone attcnaation
the lower frequency range, where the magni-
tude of the noise spectra is greatest _md cir. Figure 33 provides two matrices which can
cumaaral headsets provide minimal amounts he used to determine equivalent levels of speech
of attenuation, yields values of "predicted interference for attenuated exposures.
speech interference" greater than derived from
averaging methods which use levels measured
within higher octaves.

_ ice0 _ 4_ J_4 _lL psi.I SpLFigure 29 contains plottings of nonattcn- _ _ I
uated and attenuated mean octave.band levels
and indices of speech interference for fixed-
wing aircraft fitted with turbojet/fan engines. _ "

Since the shape of the two mean spectra is ¢__¢x..__....._ . ,essentially fhtt, the nolmttenuated values of "-- "..... "-- " •

speech interference yield equivalent mean
levels. Differences noted between the four

attenuated speech interference levels occur be- '_
cause the amount of noise attenuation provided F,_

hyearphonesisnotthesameatallfro ueooios
Figures 30 and 31 contain plottings of iron-

attenuated aml attenuated spectra (250
through 4000, center frequency) and four FIGURE 29

octave-band averaging methods for 4 categories Means el noi_o I_vels (attenuated aTtd nonattenu-
of rotary-wing vehicles. Figure 30 contains seed) /or 2 categories of fixed-wlng turbojet/fall air-
results derived from noise roeusuramcnts eb. craft. Correspandiltg speech interferenc_ indices, a_
tained within 23 single- and dnal-rotor hell- detcrallned by each o] /our averaging melhode, ara

= copters powered by reciprocating engines, shown.

The data demonstrated in figure 31 provble _(_,,o¢,,_B,_-t mn*ct_o_s_tto,_rt_tsemt
similar piottings for 35 single and dual rotary- 11o1 r_ , _ i _ _ i i I

wing aircraft powered by turboshaft power- I _'_":_-"-"

_oo .... ...&.

plants. _._ t ; , ."Comparison of data reported in figures 30 _o

_md 31 reveals that helicopters fitted with _x,
reciprocating engines contain exposures that _ \_.

are about 6 to 8 dl_ greatm" than levels meas- _, ,_
nred within vehicles powered by turboshaft
engines. "" °

Figure _2 contains piottblgs of mean ill- _,_a _._ a_rrv_t_

dices for the four octave-band averaging meth-
ods for the 11 categories of aircraft studied.

FIGURE 30
Data pl_tted in figure 32 reveal that the

highest valtleS of S1L for all ah'cra.ft groups Menu values of tlols_ levels (attenuated alld nan-

are obtail_ed with the use Of IS0-4, and the attenuated) for S categories o/ rotary-wine rcelpro.
_atlug aircraft. Corresponding _peeel_ iiderferenc_

lowest vahles are derived from use of the basle i_ullcea, as determlm'd by each of four averaging
SIL method. _nethods. ar_ #hewn,
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]ower matrix covers the latter type, The

blocks shown hi the upper matrix are divided
into twu sections for each element in the

,,o 2_ ,s_ . _ _,_, _,k nlatrix, Tile upper left part applies tl_ fixed-
wing aircraft Lind the lower right part (sepa-
rated by the diagonal line) is for rotary-wing

_._.. , _ • • aircraft.

"_ _ Tim procedure for using these two matrices
gJ

_, _ is simple. For example, with an attenuated

_, _ value computed for SIL of 65 dB, the equivalent

° _ PSIL (500, 1000, 2000 Hz) would be 6.5 dB

° _ less (fixed.wing reclpr_cating engine aircraft) ;

_\_ thus, th_ PSIL wdue would be 58.5 dB,
ROTA_W_; _JR_$HAFT

Definite limitations exist with the use af

the methods which have been discussed in this

FIGURE 31 report. It must be clearly understuod that
this approach assumes many generalities, bat

Mean values of nolse levels (attelluated and non.
atteltuated) for S calegories of rotary.luing turbosha]t the results derived from this study do provide
aircraft, Corresponding apt,cob interference indices, Vahlable insights regarding it recurring quea-
ns determined by each of four averaging metimds, are tlon associated with the operation of aerospace
sholum vchicles--"How can degrees of speech inter-

ference be determined within aerospace
vehicles?"

IS0-4 PSIL PSILt SIL
'" 90 I I I I

EQUIVALENT VALUES

80 _%"_'-,, | *-TO T,._
. , "*,* '_.... 150-4 PSIL t_A|l

_ _,_'o_. ISO'4 ,65 '12 192
70 _ " "" ¢

"*'_. _- 2 ROTOR R _ PSIL 65 '55 '12}*
,,'"T, _ _ NON-JETFIXED'W/NGI ROTOR R Z

_. -I ROTO_T, -_e ROTARY-WING

FIXED WING _'____ J' exT'

R 173_11_

SO I _' l " re

.... ROTARY WING I ISO-4 PSIL PS_L Sit

40 }-I iso-4 -_5 -a.o ._ao FIXED-WING
¢ -- JET/FAN
LJ

FIGURE 32 7>PS_L35 -45 -95

Co,lpariso*_ of four illdiccs of specc/l intrrferelle_ 0 I
under atteuuated conditions derived [rom 11 ¢ategorlea 0 PSIL SO 45 i 150

of _d _otaru.l_i_g alrerrlft,
0 $1L I_0 95 ! 50 '

The top matrix provides values for use with
noise exposures encountered within all fixed- FIGURE 33

and rotary-whig aircraft, except fixed-wing Equi_ale?lt values for four illdleee el a,peechinter-
vehicles powered by tul,hojet/fatl engines; the /ere_e far use in eo?nparill9 conditions of attenuation,
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION Tile results of this study support the gen-
eral ussumption that the noise envlroumeuts
encountered within most fixed- and rotary-wing

Use of the four octave-band averaging aircr_fft used by the military do represent
methods in this study revealed several intel_ degrees of speech interfm'enco which should
esting findings. Any octave-band averaging be given further attention.
method which inehules frequency bands below

about I000 Hz will render protected, or atten. Tile author is currently conducting research
uuted, levels greater than those found with wideh will ilelp defbm criteria for speech inter-
averaging methods widch employ levels in ference appropriute far use in aerospace opera-
octaves 1000 Hz and above, The reason for tions, Establishing the wdidlty of undesirable
this is twofold: the spectral content of the effects of noise, espechdIy those related to
noise measured within nil aircraft, except speech interference, is a task which requires
fixed-wing turbojet/fan vehicles, is greatest further study, Results of field studies thus fizr
within octaves below 1000 Ifz; aml the amotmt accomplished indicate thut the "bomnhlries"
of noise attenuation provided by circumaura] for protected exposures where the intrusion of
headsets is less at frequencies below 1000 Hz ambient noise begins to create noticeable inter-
than above, ference with aural commuuications ure 92 dB

for ]S0-4 and PSIL, aim 90 dB for PSIL_ and
The average amounts of =tttenuation which SIL methods.

can be considered appropriate for circunnmral
headsets for the four octave.band averaging It shouhl uIso be emphasized that one wmi-
methods included in this study are: 18 dB for able is paramount--the pilot has control over
octaves 250 through 2000 Hz (ISO-4) ;22 dB for the level of the desired signah and, therefore,
octaves 500 through 2000 Hz (PSIL); 25 dB the individual c=ul snmewhat counteract the
for octaves 500 through 4000 I-[z (PSILz) ; and degree of masking imposed by a given extermd
30 dB for octaves 1000 through 4000 ]fz (SILL noise condition.
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Acoustic noise within aircraft during flight often causes some degree of

interference with aural communication. Several methods have been used over the
[ years to Identify and predict degrees of speech interference. SIX of these methods

i are discussed: four involve octave-band averaging; two use frequency weighting.

• The assessment is based on appllcation of each of the six indic_s to noise levels

- measured within the cockpits of 191 fixed-wing and 58 rotary-wing aircraft,

grouped into II categories by engine type. Equivalent speech interference levels
ohtaLned from the use of each of the six indices are provided for the acoustic

spectra developed for the II classes of vehicles. The operational considerations

which influence speech interference values are described. Noise attenuation pro-

vided by headset devices commonly used by Air Force aircrew members is shown

for different groups of noise spectra. Criteria are given for evaluating protected
and unprotected exposures to noise that compromise communications.
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